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The Local Government Unit of Pinamalayan under our leadership, remains focus, steady and firm to our sworn commitment to 

Pinamaleños. We have utilized our funds and resources in achieving our noble commitment to people. Programs, projects and 

activities are well aligned and attuned to the demands of the public. We have remained committed to our mission of reaching out to 

the most vulnerable members of society. As a result, we must level up, improve, and modify all of our initial activities in order to 

satisfy the unique requirements of our people while also adapting to the demands of a changing world. 

My fellow Pinamaleños, it is with great pride and honor to present and dedicate this compilation of Thematic Plans and Programs 

2024, a navigational plan towards the Local Government's developmental framework and program intervention for the Fiscal Year 

2024. 

This plan of action reflects our expectations for conquering challenges and moving forward. It contains the programs/projects/activities 

streamlined for the coming year from a long master list of projects generated through sectoral consultation. Furthermore, with the 

unwavering support and active participation of all stakeholders, we can vouch that no sector is being left behind and guarantee the 

inclusivity of all programs. 

Also, our heartfelt gratitude goes to the dedicated men and women of these municipality who place their best efforts to come up with 

this plan. 

Hail Pinamalayan and all its people- ang Bayan ng Bahaghari, Bayang Pinagpala. Pilipinas, Pinamalayan Naman! 



  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Warmest greeting! 

Success is no accident. It takes a lot of hard work, perseverance, learning, studying, sacrifice, and most of all, love of what 

you are doing or learning to do. 

 The municipality of Pinamalayan aims to become a sustainable place to live for every Pinamaleños. Planning and 

implementation are the best tool in making success. Thematic planning is an important activity of the Local Government Unit 

with the objective of building a more progressive municipality.  

In this activity, the Local Chief Executive together with the Vice Mayor, Sangguniang Bayan Members, Department Heads, 

Chief of offices, and the representatives from different sectors joined together in a group discussion and identifying different 

programs, projects and activities that we believe needed to be implemented and can make an impact in the society.  

Through inquiries, careful studies, researches and workshops, we will be able to sustain and meet the demands of the ever-

changing time. Long term solutions, programs, projects and activities to be implemented are relevant and beneficial to the 

people. We cannot stop the passing time, but we have the power to define it. 

With our collaborative efforts we can make Pinamalayan a sustainable place to live in. Let us work together and win as one. 

With the help of the Almighty, hand in hand, we can achieve what we are dreaming for our beloved Pinamalayan. 

“Today’s progress was yesterday’s plan” - Anonymous 

 

 

  



 

 

 

 

 

In the spirit of unity towards progress, deepest appreciation is hereby conveyed to the various 

stakeholders and institutions in our municipality such as the National Government Agencies, Barangay 

Government Units, Private Sector, Civil Society/Non-Governmental Organizations, the Legislative 

Department and the Executive Department of the Municipal Government of Pinamalayan for the 

unqualified support and participation in the preparation of POVERTY REDUCTION ACTION PLAN 

(PRAP) 2024 which was completed and packaged by the: 

MUNICIPAL PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT OFFICE 

GENERAL PUBLIC SERVICES 

 ROMEL T. MARAYAN   Development Management Officer II 

      Sector Coordinator 

 JAN-NEIL H. EVANGELISTA   Senior Administrative Assistant II 

      Sector Coordinator 

PRINCESS EUNICE L. DEL VALLE Project Development Officer I 

      Sector Coordinator 

SOCIAL SERVICES 

EnP VIRGILIO M. KING   Project Development Officer III 

      Sector Coordinator 

 JOHN ERIC G. MONDOÑEDO   Planning Assistant 
      Sector Coordinator 

MA. LORRAINE F. FESTIN  Project Evaluation Assistant 

     Sector Coordinator 

ECONOMIC SERVICES 

EnP. ORLEX H. MARAYAN  Development Management Officer IV / Asst. to the MPDC 
      Sector Coordinator 

 FREDELINO A. TORIANO, JR.   Planning Officer II 

      Sector Coordinator 

MARIANNE L. LUARCA   Administrative Aide II 

Sector Coordinator 

OTHER SERVICES 

EnP. ORLEX H. MARAYAN  Development Management Officer IV / Asst. to the MPDC 

      Sector Coordinator 

JAYSON M. MAUPAY   Administrative Assistant I 

      Sector Coordinator 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ADMINISTRATIVE AND TECHNICIAL SUPPORT SERVICES 

RUTH D. MALING   Administrative Officer IV 

      Logistic In-Charge  

FHIL JOSEPH L. GALANG  Information Technology Assistant 

     Technical Support Staff 

GERALD M. DULATRE   Information Technology Assistant 

     Administrative Support Staff 

MARY JOY R. SALENDREZ  Administrative Aide III 

     Administrative Support Staff 

ROSELLE H. LABRADOR  Administrative Aide III 

     Administrative Support Staff 

EDEN M. HERNANDEZ   Administrative Aide II 

     Administrative Support Staff 

 

We are truly grateful as we commend the invaluable involvement of all concerned 

functionaries and Elective Officials by way of sharing their time, efforts and knowledge. As 

such, we are very thankful to the Municipal Development Council (MDC) Officials and 

Members, especially to the Chairpersons and Members of the Functional/Sectoral Working 

Committees for exerting tireless and selfless efforts that made possible the successful 

completion of the formulation process.  

Above all, let us praise and thank the Almighty for His guidance as we are all His stewards in 

bringing about excellence in local governance. 

THANK YOU AND GOD BLESS!!! 

 

 

ROSENIO A. TORIANO, EnP. 

Municipal Planning and Development Coordinator 

 

 
 

 

The Municipal Planning and Development Office 

Telefax: (043) 738 - 4632 

E-mail Address: mpdo.pin@gmail.com / mpdo@pinamalayan.gov.ph 

Our Website: www.pinamalayan.gov.ph 
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 THEMATIC PLANS AND PROGRAMS (TPP) 2024 

o SANGGUNIANG BAYAN (SB) RESOLUTION NO. 128-

2023 

o MUNICIPAL DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL (MDC) 

RESOLUTION NO. 02-2023 
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MUNICIPAL POVERTY REDUCTION ACTION PLAN (MPRAP) 2024

Municipality of Pinamalayan

Profile :

Vital Facts and Figures: 

1. Pinamalayan Population - 90,383

2. Number of Households - 18,955

3. Number of Malnourished Children - 548

4. Number of Children 6-11 Years Old Not Attending School - 1,041

5. Number of Households Without Sanitary Toilet - 1,791

6. Number of Households Without Safe Drinking Water - 3,949

7. Number of Households Living in Makeshift Housing - 316

8. Number of Households Who are Informal Settlers - 917

9. Number of Households With Income Below Poverty Threshold - 8,132

10. Number of Households With Income Below Food Threshold - 5,684

11. Number of Households Who Experienced Food Shortage - 306

12. Number of Members of the Labor Force Who Are Unemployed - 1,476

Narrative Description: 

Poverty reduction is a critical issue that affects many municipalities. In Pinamalayan, poverty remains as far-reaching consequences that negatively impact not only the individuals and families directly affected, but also the wider community and

local economy. Since a municipality is a geographic area that is typically governed by a local government, poverty reduction efforts at the municipal level can play a crucial role in addressing this issue.

Poverty reduction initiatives in this municipality involve a range of different strategies and interventions, depending on the local context, resources, and priorities. These initiatives may include programs that provide direct financial assistance to

low-income individuals and families like financial assistance. They may also include initiatives aimed at improving access to basic services like healthcare, education, and housing, as well as support for job training and employment opportunities.

Overall, municipal economic data can provide valuable insights into the economic conditions of a specific area, helping policymakers to develop targeted policies and programs that aim to reduce poverty and improve the well-being of residents.

Efforts to reduce poverty can also involve measures to improve the overall economic environment, such as investment in local infrastructure and support for small businesses. This can create job opportunities and increase overall economic

activity, which can help to lift people out of poverty.

Understanding the underlying causes of poverty provide insights into the underlying causes of poverty in a given area. With the data above, policymakers can investigate whether there are specific industries that are not thriving in that area, or if

there are barriers to education or job training that prevent residents from accessing employment opportunities to improve our current unemployment rate.

In addition to these practical measures, poverty reduction initiatives also involve efforts to address the underlying social and economic factors that contribute to poverty, such as discrimination, social exclusion, and limited access to resources

and opportunities. This can involve working to change attitudes and perceptions around poverty and building social cohesion and inclusion in the community.

Overall, poverty reduction is a complex and multifaceted issue that requires a comprehensive and coordinated response. Addressing the root causes of poverty and implementing a range of different interventions will help make Pinamalayan

create a more equitable and prosperous municipality for all Pinamalalenyos.

Municipal economic data can be extremely relevant to poverty reduction planning, as it can provide valuable insights into the economic conditions of a specific area and inform policies and programs that aim to address poverty.

In this municipality, the alarming threats of global warming and other socioeconomic issues remain a daunting challenge to Pinamalayan, though one of the progressive municipalities in the province, still experiencing poverty incidence.
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MUNICIPAL POVERTY REDUCTION ACTION PLAN (MPRAP) 2024

Municipality of Pinamalayan

Assessment: 

1. Assess the current state of poverty:

2. Identify the root causes of poverty:

3. Set specific, measurable, achievable, relevant, and time-bound (SMART) goals:

4. Develop a multi-faceted approach:

5. Engage with community stakeholders:

6. Establish partnerships:

7. Secure funding:

8. Monitor and evaluate progress:

9. Communicate progress and success:

10. Continuously adapt and improve: 

The first step in developing a poverty reduction action plan is to assess the current state of poverty in the target area. This involves collecting and analyzing data on poverty rates, demographics, and other relevant factors.

Once the current state of poverty has been assessed, the next step is to identify the root causes of poverty in the target area. This may include factors such as lack of education, inadequate access to healthcare, limited job opportunities, 

and systemic inequality.

To ensure that the poverty reduction action plan is effective, specific, measurable, achievable, relevant, and time-bound goals should be set. These goals should be based on the assessment of the current state of poverty and the identified 

root causes.

Engaging with community stakeholders, including individuals and organizations that are impacted by poverty, can help to ensure that the poverty reduction action plan is tailored to the specific needs of the target area.

Developing partnerships with government agencies, non-profit organizations, and private businesses can help to ensure that the poverty reduction action plan is adequately resourced and that expertise from a range of sectors is utilized.

Poverty is a persistent problem affecting millions of people worldwide and the people of Pinamalayan. There are several factors that can create a cycle of poverty that is difficult to break without targeted intervention such as unemployment rates,

low wages, and a lack of affordable housing, other social issues, including crime, poor health outcomes, and low educational attainment. A comprehensive approach is needed to address poverty using strategies that will help to reduce its impact

and create long-term solutions. By implementing the key strategies outlined above and the programs and projects identified through the recommended implementation steps, the municipality can make significant progress toward reducing

poverty and improving the lives of its residents.

Poverty reduction efforts require funding to be successful. Funding may come from a range of sources, including government grants, private donations, and corporate social responsibility programs.

 Reducing poverty is an ongoing process, and poverty reduction efforts should be continuously adapted and improved based on the changing needs of the target area and the results of monitoring and evaluation efforts.

Communicating progress and success can help to build support for poverty reduction efforts and maintain engagement from stakeholders. This may involve sharing data and stories that highlight the positive impact of poverty reduction 

efforts in the target area.

To ensure that the poverty reduction action plan is effective, progress should be regularly monitored and evaluated. This will help to identify areas that require additional attention and provide opportunities to refine the poverty reduction 

approach over time.

Addressing the root causes of poverty requires a multi-faceted approach that addresses a range of factors. This may include implementing education and training programs, improving healthcare access, creating job opportunities, and 

providing financial assistance to those in need.

The National Government's thrust, programs, and strategies, complementary to the LGU's plans and programs and the direct involvement of Civil Society Organizations and the Budget Sector in program planning and budgeting approach is one

of the many strategies in combating the poverty problem. Though poverty requires a comprehensive approach to address its root causes to provide assistance to those in need, this poverty reduction action plan outlines a structured approach to

reducing poverty:
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MUNICIPAL POVERTY REDUCTION ACTION PLAN (MPRAP) 2024

Municipality of Pinamalayan

Start End

Road Development Program

a. Road Concreting 291 linear meters x 5 meters x 0.225 meters of road 

concreted  

Sitio Taberna, Sta. Isabel - 

Upper Babahurin Guinhawa  

Road

Jun Dec MEO SA/DF 6,058,407.00     

b. Road Reblocking 10,173.88 square meters area of road reblocked (L = 

2,016.85 meters intermittent section)

Along Mabini St. Jun Dec MEO Others 52,497,220.80   

c. Road Widening 290 linear meters of road widened (5.5 meters for each sides) Along Bonifacio St. both sides Apr Jun MEO Others 13,270,400.00   

Barangay Development Program

Road Concreting 35 linear meters x 4 meters x 0.225 meters road concreted Sitio Bawangan, Pagalagala May Jun MEO SA/DF          200,000.00 

Road Concreting 28 linear meters x 5 meters x 0.225 meters road concreted Sitio Buho, Buli May Jun MEO SA/DF          200,000.00 

Construction of Footbridge 10.0 meters x 1.3 meters of footbridge constructed Sitio Zone I, Lumambyan Jul Sep MEO SA/DF          200,000.00 

Installation of Solar Streetlights 26 units of solar streetlights installed 7 sitios, Bangbang Apr Jun MEO SA/DF          400,000.00 

Installation of Solar Streetlights 13 units of solar streetlights installed Sitio Mangga,  Sitio 

Babahurin & Sitio Centro, 

Guinhawa

Apr Jun MEO SA/DF          200,000.00 

Installation of Solar Streetlights 13 units of solar streetlights installed Sitio Narra, Pambisan Munti Apr Jun MEO SA/DF          200,000.00 

Installation of Solar Streetlights 13 units of solar streetlights installed Sitio Upper Bongol and Sitio 

Lower Bongol, Pili

Apr Jun MEO SA/DF          200,000.00 

Installation of Solar Streetlights 13 units of solar streetlights installed All sitios, Sta. Rita Apr Jun MEO SA/DF          200,000.00 

Installation of Streetlights / Solar 

Streetlights

30 units of Solar Street lights installed along Nautical Highway at 

Brgy. Marfrancisco

Jul Sep MEO Others 750,000.00        

Construction of Categorized Final Disposal 

Facility (Sanitary Landfill Phase III) - Sitio 

Ilohan, Maningcol

34meters x 34meters x 2.5meters Categorized Final Disposal 

Facility (Sanitary Landfill Phase III) constructed; With 5meters 

x 5meters x 2.7meters sedimentation tank constructed

Sitio Ilohan, Maningcol Jan Dec MENRMD/ MEO Others 10,000,000.00   

Establishment of Composting Facility of 

Biodegradable Waste in Sanitary Landfill - 

Sitio Ilohan, Maningcol

200 square meters of Composting Facility established; 5 

concrete composting box with each box having dimension of 

4 ft. x 6 ft. x 6 ft.; with 10  perforated pipes for gas ventilation; 

and roofing constructed

Sitio Ilohan, Maningcol Jul Dec MENRMD/ MEO Others 5,000,000.00     

To eliminate 

poverty and 

upgrade the 

standard of 

living of the 

people of 

Pinamalayan

To eliminate health 

hazards and 

outbreak of 

diseases

RESPONSIBLE 

OFFICE/ 

AGENCY

FUND 

SOURCE
COSTEXPECTED OUTPUTS LOCATION

TIME FRAME
GOAL

SPECIFIC 

OBJECTIVES/ 

STRATEGIES

NAME/DESCRIPTION OF 

PROGRAMS/PROJECTS/ ACTIVITIES

To improve and 

upgrade road 

network and 

bridges for fast 

transfer/ movement 

of agricultural 

products and 

accessibility of 

constituents
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MUNICIPAL POVERTY REDUCTION ACTION PLAN (MPRAP) 2024

Municipality of Pinamalayan

Search for Cleanest and Greenest Model 

Barangay 

Cleanest and Greenest Model Barangay conducted and 

awarded with cash prize

All barangays Apr Jun MENRMD/ MO Others 1,000,000.00     

Completion of MHO Extension Building MHO Extension Building rehabilitated (roofing and ceiling 

replacement, painting works)

Municipal Compound Jan Dec MEO/MHO Others 5,000,000.00     

Infectious Disease Control Program 100% Infectious Disease Control Program provided Pinamalayan Jan Dec MHO GF  A414-02 

To enable quick 

response during 

emergency 

situation

Procurement of DRRM Tools, Devices, 

Machineries and Personal Protective 

Equipment

1 unit Drowning Victim Detection System and 4 units of 

Directional Lighting procured

MDRRMO Jan Jun MDRRMO LDRRMF       1,450,000.00 

Barangay Development Program 

Establishment of Barangay Water 

Refilling Station)

10 Barangay Water Refilling Stations established Barangay Anoling, Inclanay, 

Maliangcog, Maningcol, 

Nabuslot, Panggulayan, 

Papandayan, Quinabigan, 

Sabang and Sta. Isabel

Jul Sep MEO SA/DF       5,000,000.00 

Rehabilitation of Water Supply System 2,000 liters of Stainless Water Tank installed and tower and 

accessories rehabilitated

Sitio Mansanas, Calingag Jul Sep MEO SA/DF          200,000.00 

Installation of Water Supply System Phase 1: Elevated water tank constructed (Tower only) Sitio Milagrosa,Palayan Jul Sep MEO SA/DF          200,000.00 

Rehabilitation of Water Supply System 1,000 liters of Stainless  water tank and distribution lines w/ 

accessories  installed 

Sitio Camansihan, Pambisan 

Malaki

Jul Sep MEO SA/DF          200,000.00 

To ensure 

equitable access 

and manage 

sustainable water 

resources

Prepared by: Reviewed by: Attested by:

DANNY S. VILLACRUSIS ROSENIO A. TORIANO, ENP. ZAIDA D. MICIANO HON. ARISTEO APASAN BALDOS, JR.
Municipal Agriculturist/MPRAP Focal Municipal Planning and Developemnt Coordinator Municipal Budget Officer Municipal Mayor
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